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Abstract 
Truszczynski, M. and Z. Tuza, Asymptotic results on saturated graphs, Discrete Mathematics 
87 (1991) 309-314 
Let F be a given graph. A graph G is called F-saturated if F & G and F c G + e for every edge 
e $ E(G), e E V(G). Denote by sat(n, F) the minimum number of edges in an F-saturated 
graph on n vertices. A conjecture of the second author states that lim,,, sat(n, F)/n exists for 
every F. We characterize the case when the limit exists and is smaller than 1. 
1. Introduction 
A graph G = (V, E) . 1s called F-saturated (where F is a given graph) if F 6 G, 
but after adding to G any new edge e $ E, e s V, a subgraph isomorphic to F 
appears. For every integer n, denote by sat(n, F) the minimum number of edges 
in an F-saturated graph on n vertices. 
In the first paper where this notion implicitly occurred, Erdiis, Hajnal and 
Moon [l] determined the value of sat(n, KP) (here Kp is the complete graph of 
order p). The function sat(n, F) was later determined for some other, but rather 
special graphs F, only. (For results and references, see [2].) 
Let us introduce the notation LI(F) = liminf,,, sat(n, F)/n and L(F) = 
lim,,, sat(n, F)/n, if the limit exists. Note that LI(F) does exist since, as shown 
in [2], limsup,,, sat(n, F)/n is finite for every fixed F. The aim of our paper is to 
investigate the case LI(F) < 1 and to give some evidence to support the following 
conjecture of the second author. 
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Conjecture ([3]). The limit lim,,, sat(n, F)/n exists for every graph F. 
Our main result, Theorem 2, states that L(F) exists whenever LI(F) < 1. In this 
case L(F) = 1 - l/p for some positive integer p. In a sense, this situation can be 
characterized (Theorem 3) and, as a consequence, all graphs with L(F) = 1 - l/p 
can be found for any given p. However, our approach provides a convenient 
description only if p is small (cf. Corollary 4), and this fact indicates that the 
dependence of L(F) on the structure of F may happen to be a rather complicated 
one (for it is so even in the seemingly simple case of L(F) < 1). At the end of this 
paper we exhibit some infinite classes of graphs F for which L(F) exists. 
2. Results 
For two graphs G, = (V,, E,) and G2 = (V,, EJ, G, U G2 denotes the graph 
G = (V, E) with the vertex set V being the disjoint union of VI and V, and with 
the edge set E = El U EZ. This definition can be extended to any number of 
graphs. If all the Gi are isomorphic to a graph G then Gi U. . . U Gk is 
abbreviated by kG. If an edge e $ E, e c V is added to G = (V, E), the new graph 
will be denoted by G + e. 
Lemma 1. Zf LI(F) < 1, then: 
(a) for some positive integer p, LI(F) = 1 - l/p, 
(b) there is a tree T with p vertices and there are nonnegative integers q and kO 
such that K4 U kT is F-saturated for every k 3 kO, 
(c) if F is connected then there is a tree T of order p, such that kT is F-saturated 
for all k, k 2 1, 
(d) if F is not connected then there is a tree component C of at most 2p vertices 
in F, such that C $ T (where T is the tree guaranteed by (b)). Moreover, if 
IV(G)1 3 4 then C is not a star. 
Proof. (a) Let L = LI(F) and suppose 1 - l/p s L < 1 - l/(p + 1). Define E = 
(1 - L - l/(p + 1))/2. Clearly, E > 0. By the definition, there is an infinite 
increasing sequence {nj} of integers such that sat(+, F)/nj s L + E. For each nj, 
let Gj be an F-saturated graph with nj vertices and at most nj(L + E) =S (1 - l/ 
(p + 1) - s)nj edges. 
Suppose F has t connected components. It is easy to see that for some 
sufficiently large nj, Gi contains at least t and at least two (i.e. at least max(t, 2)) 
isomorphic tree components T of at most p vertices. (This follows from the fact 
that the number of tree components of order at most p in Gj tends to infinity 
with i.) 
Observe that Gj U T is F-saturated. Indeed, F & Gj U T, since Gj U T has more 
than t components isomorphic to T and F &Gj. Moreover, (Gj U T) + e contains 
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Gj + e as an induced subgraph, for any edge e. Thus, for some (fixed) j, Gj U kT is 
F-saturated for all k 2 1. Since T has p ’ <p vertices, Gj U kT has nj + kp’ vertices 
and at most 
(L + l )nj + k(p’ - 1) = (1 - l/p’)(nj + kp’) + O(1) 
edges, so that L < 1 - l/p’ c 1 - l/p follows. 
(b) Denotebye,..., F, the connected components of F, and let T be the tree 
defined above. Suppose fi & T for 1 ci<s and &G T for i>s. Clearly, ~21, 
since F & Gj. Put q = (Cszl IV(&)0 - 1 and define Hk = Kg + kT, for k > t. We 
claim that Hk is F-saturated. Indeed, F c$ Hk since 4 $ T for i 6s and K4 does 
not have enough vertices to accommodate Fl U . . . U F,. On the other hand, let 
u, u E V(H,) be two non-adjacent vertices of Hk. If none of u and v belongs to K, 
then FE Hk + (u, v) follows from FE (Gj U kT) + (u, v). If, say, u E Kp then 
Fl U - - . U F, G K4 + (u, v), whenever at least one of the E (1 c i C s) is a tree. 
Since Gj is F-saturated, joining two components isomorphic to T by an arbitrary 
new edge (x, y), a subgraph F must occur, i.e., some 4 contains (x, y) in the tree 
2T + (x, y). For this 4 we have j s s for otherwise F E Gj would hold (as Gj 
contains at least t components isomorphic to T). Clearly, 4 is a tree. 
(c) Let Gj be as above. If F is connected then each component of Gj is 
F-saturated and also any two components of Gj form an F-saturated graph. 
Hence, T and 2T are F-saturated and the statement follows. 
(d) Let u and v be endvertices in two distinct components isomorphic to T in 
Gj. As we have seen in (b), the tree 2T + (u, v) contains some component e of F 
such that fi & T. Thus, Z$ is a tree of order at most 2p. Since u and v are vertices 
of degree at most 2, 4 cannot be a star on more than 3 vertices. Cl 
Now, we prove the conjecture for all graphs F with LI(F) < 1. 
Theorem 2. Zf liminf,,, sat(n, F)/n < 1 then lim,,, sat(n, F)/n exists and & 
equal to 1 - l/p for some positive integer p. 
Proof. By Lemma l(a), LI(F) = 1 - l/p for some integer p so that we only have 
to show L(F) exists. We are going to prove 
sat(n, F) c (1 - l/p)n + O(1). 
Let F,,..., & be the connected components of F, with T and C = Fl as in 
Lemma 1. Put r= IV(F,)I and let F,, . . ;, F, be all components E of F such that 
4 & T and e c$ K,_,. Clearly, s ~lasF,&TandFi&K,_,.Ifr=2thenF,isan 
isolated edge of F and Theorem 2 of [l] implies that sat(n, F) = O(1). Otherwise 
define 
Ha,b = aK,_l U bK,_, U t(K,_, U T) U K4, 
where q = (CIzl IV(Z$)I) - 1 an d a and b are arbitrary nonnegative integers, with 
the restriction that if T = 3, b s 1. It is a matter of routine to check that every 
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graph Ha,6 is F-saturated (one uses here Lemma l(d)). For each k, 0 G k up - 1, 
define Hk = Ha,b, where a and b are such that IV(H,)I = k (modp). It is possible 
to find appropriate a and b as r - 2 and T - 1 are relatively prime (observe that 
also in the case r = 3 appropriate a and b can be found). Since Hk U mT is 
F-saturated for all m and k, and for every 
n~max{lV(H,)l+p:O~k~p-1) 
there is a graph of this form with n vertices, 
sat(n, F) s (1 - l/p)n + O(1). 0 
The structure of graphs F with L(F) < 1 can be characterized in the following 
way. 
Theorem 3. We have lim ,,__ sat(n, F)ln = 1 - Up, for some positive integer p, if 
and only if there is a tree T with p vertices such that 
for each pair of non-adjacent vertices u, v E 2T, there is 
a component C of F such that C $ T but C E 2T + (u, v) (*) 
and, for every r <p, no tree with r vertices and satisfying (*) exists. 
Proof. We have seen L(F) c 1 - l/p if and only if LI(F) c 1 - l/p. 
Let F,, . . . , F, be the connected components of F, and let T be a tree satisfying 
(*). Suppose F,, . . . , F, are the components of F that are not contained in T. 
Putting 4 = (CT=, IV(&)l) - 1, the graph K4 U kT is F-saturated for every k > r. 
Hence, LI(F) s 1 - l/p. Moreover, if a tree of order r <p and satisfying (*) 
existed, then L(F) < 1 - l/r < 1 - l/p would follow. Finally, if LI(F) = 1 - l/p 
then the tree defined in Lemma l(b) satisfies the requirements of (*). q 
Though the characterization given above does not provide an explicit descrip- 
tion of all graphs F with L(F) = 1 - l/p, it can be used to exhibit this class of 
graphs for p small. Below, q denotes the path of i vertices; K1,3 is the star on four 
vertices; S,,, is the ‘double star’, i.e., the tree with two adjacent vertices of degree 
s and t and all other vertices of degree 1; the graph H is shown in Fig. 1. 
Corollary 4. (a) L(F) = 0 if and only if P2 is a component of F. 
(b) L(F) = 4 if and only if P2 is not a component of F but F has P3 or P4 as a 
component. 
Fig. 1. 
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(c) L(F) = f if and only ‘f 1 none of P2, P3 and P4 is a component of F, and F has 
at least one component belonging to each of the sets { K3}, {P,, P,} 
{KM, $3, &,4 and {KM, &.s Ps, W. 
There are some relations between L(F) and L(e) where 4 is a component of F. 
Theorem 5. (a) If FI is a component of F such that LI(F,) < 1, then L(F) exists 
and L(F) G LI(F,). 
(b) Let F,, . . . , F, be those components of F which are trees or contain just one 
cycle. If FI E . . . E F, and mini LI(F;) = L < 1 then L(F) exists and is equal to L. 
Proof. (a) By Theorem 2, it is enough to prove that LI(F) s LI(F,). We put 
L = LI(F,). Let L = 1 - l/p. By Lemma l(c), there is a tree T such that kT is 
Fi-saturated for every k. Let F2, . . . , F, be all the other components of F that are 
not contained by T, and define q = (CT=, IV(&)l) - 1. Then K4 U kT is F- 
saturated for every k > t, where t is the number of components of F. Hence, 
LI(F) < 1 - l/p, as required. 
(b) By Lemma 1, L = 1 - l/p for some positive integer p. Then (a) implies that 
LI(F) G 1 - l/r, for some integer r, 0 < r up. We have to show that r = p. 
By Lemma l(b), there are a tree T with at most r vertices and an integer q such 
that K4 U kT is F-saturated for k sufficiently large. Let j be the minimum 
subscript for which 4 $ T. (Part (d) of Lemma 1 implies j ss.) Observe that kT 
is 4-saturated. Indeed, let u, u be two non-adjacent vertices in kT. Since K4 U kT 
is F-saturated, kT + (u, v) contains a component C of F which is not a subgraph 
of T. Then C has at most one cycle, i.e., C=F, for some k, lckcs. By the 
minimality of j, 5 E Fk so that 5 G kT + (u, v). Consequently, 
I-$31-~PLI($)3minLI(F;)=1-1, 
1 P 
i.e., r =p. 0 
Remark 6. In Theorem 5(a), the inequality L(F) 6 LI(fi) cannot be replaced by 
equality (unless some additional assumptions on F, like those in Theorem 5(b), 
are imposed). This fact is shown by the graph F = K3 U K1,4 U Z3, where H is the 
graph shown in Fig. 2. On one hand, L(F) = i. (That LI(F)<$ is shown by 
K14 U kK1 3 and L(F) 3 3 follows from Corollary 4 and Theorem 2.) On the other 
hand, for ‘the three components of F we have L(K;) = 1 ([l]), L(KIJ = 2 ([2]) 
and LI(H) 3 1 (which is easily seen). 
Fig. 2. 
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Our results given so far, imply the existence of a wide class of graphs for 
which the conjecture holds. Below we present explicit examples which, in 
particular, imply that every tree T is contained in a tree T’ such that 
limsup,,, sat(n, T’)/n < 1. 
Call a tree sparse if limsup,,, sat(n, T)/n < 1. By Theorems 2 and 5(a), for 
each graph F having a sparse tree as a component, L(F) exists and is smaller than 
1. Moreover, a tree T is sparse if and only if LI(T) < 1. Though we do not have a 
structural characterization of sparse trees, we can describe a wide class of them. 
We call a tree long if it has two adjacent vertices U, Y with the following 
property: denoting by T, and T, the two components after the deletion of (u, V) 
(where u E T, and v E T,), T, is a path and, in addition, the distance of any vertex 
w E T, from v is not greater than the length of T,. (The length of a path is the 
number of edges in it.) 
Proposition 7. Every long tree is sparse. 
Proof. Suppose T is a long tree and denote by z the other end-vertex of the path 
T,. Clearly, every path of maximum length in T starts at z. To see this observe 
that since the distance d(v, z) is larger than d(v, w), for any w E T,, any longest 
path in T, is shorter than any maximum-length path starting at z. 
Denote by A the maximum degree in T and by k the maximum length of a path 
in T. We define a tree T(k, A) in the following way. If k = 2j + 1 for some integer 
j then take a central vertex x and set V, = {x}. If V,_l has been defined (1~ i 6 j), 
let IV,1 = (A + 1) IV,_,1 and join each u E I$_, to A + 1 distinct vertices of vi. If 
k = 2j + 2 then take two adjacent vertices x and x’, and set V, = {x, x’}. Then the 
sets VI, . . . , y and the edges between v-, and x are defined as in the previous 
case. Hence, the longest paths in T(k, A) have length k - 1. 
Let U, v be two arbitrary non-adjacent vertices in T(k, A). Then the new edge 
(u, v) in T(k, A) + (u, v) can be extended to a path P with the following 
properties: P has length [k/2] + 1, and its endvertex is x (when k is odd) or its 
end edge is (x, x’) (when k is even). Obviously, such a P can be completed to T 
as a subgraph of T(k, A) since all internal vertices of T(k, A) have degree larger 
than A. On the other hand, T & T(k, A) b ecause T contains a path of length k. 
Hence, T(k, A) is T-saturated and one can see that mT(k, A) is also T-saturated 
for every m > 0. Thus, LI(T) < 1, i.e., T is sparse. q 
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